The application of Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) π−trains for dynamically decoupling a system from its environment has been extensively studied in a variety of physical systems. When applied to dipolar solids, recent experiments have demonstrated that CPMG pulse trains can generate long-lived spin echoes. While there still remains some controversy as to the origins of these long-lived spin echoes under the CPMG sequence, there is a general agreement that pulse errors during the π−pulses are a necessary requirement. In this work, we develop a theory to describe the spin dynamics in dipolar coupled spin-1/2 system under a CPMG(φ1, φ2) pulse train, where φ1 and φ2 are the phases of the π−pulses. From our theoretical framework, the propagator for the CPMG(φ1, φ2) pulse train is equivalent to an effective "pulsed" spin-locking of single-quantum coherences with phase ± φ 2 −3φ 1 2 , which generates a periodic quasiequilibrium that corresponds to the long-lived echoes. Numerical simulations, along with experiments on both magnetically dilute, random spin networks found in C60 and C70 and in non-dilute spin systems found in adamantane and ferrocene, were performed and confirm the predictions from the proposed theory. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Preserving quantum coherence is of importance to a variety of fields, from quantum computing and information processing 1, 2 , where unitary control of qubits is a critical requirement of many proposed algorithms, to biomedical applications, where longlived signals can help improve resolution in imaging applications 3, 4 . As such, a variety of techniques have been developed to increase the lifetime of the coherence being studied by controlling the system-environment interactions. In dynamical decoupling 5, 6 , a series of control fields are applied to the system so that, on average, the system is effectively decoupled from its environment. One common method of dynamical decoupling is the application of inversion or π−pulses to the system that are capable of preserving coherence created by an initial excitation. Examples of such dynamical decoupling sequences are the [ Fig.  1(A) ] Hahn or spin echo 7 and the [ Fig. 1(B) ] Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence 8 . These sequences refocus systemenvironment interactions, H SE , that are odd with respect to inversion by a π−pulse applied to the system, e.g., the heteronuclear dipolar interaction between an I spin (i.e., the system) and a collection of S spins (i.e., the environment) 9 . The efficacy of these sequences in preserving quantum coherence, even in the presence of π−pulse errors, has been studied extensively in a variety of systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
While the π−pulses can refocus H SE if it is odd under inversion by a π−pulse applied to the system, the system's Hamiltonian, H S , can also be affected by the dynamical decoupling sequence. This has been shown to be the case in dipolar solids, a potential platform for quantum computing/information processing. In solids, the main spin interactions for a system of spin 1/2 nuclei are the homonuclear dipole-dipole Hamiltonian, H D , anfrd the chemical shift interaction, H cs . In an "ideal" Hahn echo experiment 7 [ Fig. 1(A) ], H cs is refocused on a time-scale of t 1 due to the application of a radiofrequency (RF) pulse of flip angle 180
• , referred to as a π−pulse, applied at a time t1
2 . Due to the π−pulse, the system effectively evolves under H D for a time t 1 . However, additional corrections to the evolution on the order of H D , H cs t 1 contribute at large t 1 . In order to reduce these higher-order corrections, a CPMG pulse train 8 can be used to refocus H cs on a faster time scale while still enabling the system to evolve under H D for long periods of time. The CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train consists of a series of two π−pulses with phases φ 1 and φ 2 and separated by a time 2τ that is repeated n l times [ Fig. 1(B) ]. In Fig. 1(B) , even echoes occur at integer multiples of 4τ [note that odd echoes also occur at 4nτ + 2τ for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., but in this work, we focus on the even echoes since we are interested in studying the effects of π−pulse phases, φ 1 and φ 2 ]. In a CPMG experiment, n l echo amplitudes can be recorded in a single measurement, which is in contrast to the Hahn echo experiment, where n l different experiments are needed to record the echo amplitudes at times t 1 = 4τ to t 1 = 4n l τ . If H cs is negligible or if [ H cs , H D ] = 0, then both the CPMG and the Hahn echo experiments should give identical echo f amplitudes as a function of time, which are given by the free induction decay (FID) under H D , FID(t) = Trace ( I X + i I Y ) ρ(t) , where I X and I Y represent the total spin polarization along the x and y directions, respectively, and ρ(t) is the density matrix at time t. However, the echo amplitudes from the CPMG experiments were found 14, 15 to decay at a much slower rate than those found from the corresponding Hahn echo experiments. Such observations are reconfirmed in Figs There have been two main theoretical proposals to understand the long-lived spin echoes under CPMG pulse trains. One explanation, propounded by the Barrett group [16] [17] [18] , which we refer to in throughout the paper as the Barrett proposal, is that these long-lived echoes are a consequence of resonance offset and dipolar evolution during the π−pulse, i.e., the π−pulses cannot be treated as pure δ-pulses. Using average Hamiltonian theory 19 (AHT), these authors demonstrated that the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) generates an effective field that, depending on the π pulse phases, φ 1 and φ 2 , can spin-lock the magnetization after an initial π 2 X pulse; it was argued 17 that this effect was not equivalent to pulsed spin-locking. In their studies, the time τ in the CPMG pulse train was often on the same order as the π−pulse time, t p . However, it was also observed that long-lived echoes could also be observed even when τ t p , where many of the AHT arguments used in the Barrett proposal [16] [17] [18] would break down since the contribution of H D during the pulse to the average Hamiltonian would appear to be negligible under these conditions. An alternative theory proposed by the Levstein group [20] [21] [22] [23] , which will be referred to as the Levstein proposal in this paper, was advanced which argued that the long-lived echoes were not due to violations of the δ-pulse limit but were instead the consequence of imperfect π−rotations from field inhomogeneities within the sample along with the absence of spin diffusion during the CPMG sequence. In their proposal, the imperfect π−pulses could store some of the single-quantum coherence along the the direction of the large, static Zeeman field (taken to be along the z-direction) in the form of z-magnetization and/or zero-quantum coherences. z-magnetization or population tends to relax at a slower rate that is inversely proportional to the longitudinal relaxation time, T 1 , relative to the relaxation decay of single-quantum coherences, which is inversely proportional to the transverse relaxation time, T 2 . In the absence of significant spin diffusion, subsequent imperfect π−pulses could restore the zero-quantum coherences/populations back into observable single-quantum coherence to form stimulated echoes 7 . Since it is often the case in solids that T 1 T 2 , the stimulated echo would be less attenuated by relaxation than the regular spin echo generated from signal that remained single-quantum coherence throughout the π−pulse train. Levstein argued that the contributions from the stimulated echoes therefore make the echo amplitudes appear to be "artificially" long-lived. Because it was demonstrated that stimulated echoes in C 60 were present after the application of a few π−pulses 21, 23 , it was argued that stimulated echoes generated by magnetization coherence transfer pathways contributed at all echo times due to the periodicity of the CPMG pulse train 24, 25 . In this work, we present an alternative theory for the long-lived echoes in dipolar solids observed under CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse trains under the conditions τ t p . We demonstrate that the form of the propagator for a CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse block with imperfect π−pulses (due to resonance offsets and RF flip-angle errors and neglecting H D during the π-pulses) is similar to the propagator for pulsed spin-locking in dipolar solids [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] with the phase of the effective "spin-locking pulses" given by φ2−3φ1 2 when 2(φ 2 − φ 1 ) = 2nπ for integer n (it should also be noted that previous work 9 has also suggested that spin-locking can be generated by a CPMG pulse train). Under this effective "pulsed" spin-locking generated by the CPMG pulse train, a periodic quasiequilibrium 31 that corresponds to the observed long-lived echoes under the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train can be generated only if the initial phase of the magnetization, φ init , is not orthogonal to the phase of the effective spin-locking field, i.e., φ init = ±(
. Unlike the Levstein and Barrett proposals, a reduction in the signal from the long-lived echoes along with a narrowing of the spectrum from the last echo generated by the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train are predicted to occur as the interpulse spacing (2τ ) increases. In our calculations and simulations, relaxation effects were also neglected, but long-lived echoes were still observed without the requirement that T 1 T 2 as in the Levstein proposal. Numerical simulations along with experiments on C 60 , C 70 , and adamantane were performed to verify these theoretical predictions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the theoretical description of long-lived echoes under an imperfect CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train along with numerical spin simulations in a linear, 10 spin chain. In Section III, a brief description of the experimental setup and the chemical systems that were studied is provided. In Section IV, the experimental results are presented and interpreted with respect to the theoretical framework and numerical simulations presented in Section II. In Section V, conclusions and a summary of this work are presented, along with an explicit comparison of our proposed theory to both the Barrett [16] [17] [18] and Levstein 20-23 proposals described above. In Appendix A, explicit details of average Hamiltonian calculations performed in Section II are provided, and in Appendix B, the effects of both H cs and H D during the π−pulses to the long-lived echoes are presented.
II. THEORY AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Consider a system of N homonuclear, I = 1/2 spins interacting via the dipolar interaction and placed in a strong magnetic field aligned about the z-axis. In the high-field limit, the dipolar Hamiltonian can be written in the rotating frame of the Zeeman interaction as:
where
is the dipolar coupling constant between spins j and k, r jk = | r jk | = | r j − r k | is the magnitude of the internuclear vector between spins j and k, θ jk = arccos
is the angle r jk makes with the applied magnetic field. I Z,k , I X,k , and I Y,k are the spin-1/2 operators for spin k. Since [ H D , I Z ] = 0, where I Z = N j=1 I Z,j is the total spin magnetization along the z-direction, simultaneous orthonormal eigenstates of both H D and I Z can be found, which are denoted by | k,n where
, and k,n | j,m = δ kj δ mn . In this case, both H D and I Z can be written in this eigenbasis as H D = (k,n) k,n | k,n k,n | and I Z = (k,n) n| k,n k,n |. One important symmetry of H D is its invariance to π−rotations about the transverse plane, i.e., P π 2 ,φ (π)
represents a "pure" rotation of Θ about an axis defined by spherical coordinates (θ, φ) with θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π).
Aside from the dipolar interaction, another important interaction for I = 1/2 nuclei is the chemical shift, H cs , given by: where
Hcs h k,b . In general, ω j cs is anisotropic and depends upon crystallite orientation. Unlike H D , H cs is antisymmetric with respect to π−rotations about the transverse plane, i.e., P π 2 ,φ (π) H cs P † π 2 ,φ (π) = − H cs . From Fig. 1(B) , the propagator for one loop of a CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train (n l = 1) with perfect π−pulses is given by:
where U f (t) = e −i t h ( H D +hωoff I Z + Hcs) with ω off being some global resonance offset. With perfect π−pulses in Eq. (4), no long-lived echoes are predicted (as shown from simulations), and if H cs = 0, the effects of a CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train is identical to that from the corresponding Hahn echo experiments in dipolar solids. As mentioned in the introduction, previous theories for observing long-lived echoes require imperfect π−pulses, either through consideration of dipolar evolution during the pulse 16, 17 or due to field inhomogeneites that render the applied pulse imperfect [20] [21] [22] . While including H D during the pulse would definitely be needed if the interpulse spacing, 2τ , was comparable to the π−pulse time, t p = (2)]. An "imperfect" π−pulse, R φ (π), can be written as:
where δω RF and ω off are due to imperfect π−pulse calibration and resonance offset, respectively. If
AHT 19 can be used to approximate R φ (π) in Eq. (5) as
. Details of the calculations in Eq. (6) are provided in Appendix A. Also, the case where evolution under H cs during the π−pulse in Eq. (6) is also provided in Appendix B. Extensions to the case where δω RF and ω off are spatially-dependent can be readily performed. Note that if the pulse error is completely due to resonance offsets (δω RF = 0), δφ = ± π 2 , whereas if it is entirely due to flip-angle error (ω off = 0), δφ = 0 or δφ = π.
We now consider the analysis of a single CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train (n l = 1) using imperfect π−pulses, R φ (π) in Eq. (6) . In this case, the propagator is given by
can be approximated as (with details of the calculations provided in Appendix A):
h H D is the propagator under pure dipolar evolution, and H avg is the average Hamiltonian in the interaction frame of H D +hω off I Z for the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train with n l = 1. The average Hamiltonian can be written as
avg is the k th -order contribution to H avg . The first-order contribution, H
avg , written in the simultaneous eigenbasis of H D and I Z is given by:
where ω
where ∆χ = φ2−φ1 2 + δφ − ω off τ and
. The contributions of H cs to H
avg in Eq. (8), which are due to the fact that typically H D , H cs = 0, contain only zero-quantum transitions between eigenstates of H D and are therefore not the source of the long-lived single-quantum spin echoes observed under CPMG. In the following, we therefore neglect the effects of H cs during both τ and t p , although explicit calculations of the effects of H cs on the long-lived spin echoes are presented in Appendix B. Neglecting these contributions of H cs , Eq. (8) can be written in terms of spin operators as:
The contributions of pulse-flip errors and offsets to H (2) avg , written in terms of spin operators and once again neglecting the effects of H cs , is given by:
In this case, a second-order energy shift for each state | k,m occurs along with additional zero-quantum transitions between states | k,m and | l,m and double-quantum transitions between the states | k,m and | j,m±2 . We now rewrite the propagator for the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse block (n l = 1) in Eq. (7) in a more suggestive form as:
where R eff.
h Havg denotes an effective excitation of phase Ψ 1 . From Eq. (12), the propagator under one loop (n l = 1) is equivalent to a mostly single-quantum excitation (if ||H Ψ1 ≈ P π 2 ,−Ψ1 (2δωt p cos(∆χ)), which can also be seen from H 
In this case, R eff.
Ψ1 is equivalent to an off resonant RF pulse of strength ω For n l repetitions of the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse block, the propagator can be rewritten as:
where T is the Dyson time ordering operator, and
is the effective phase of the k th excitation pulse. In this work, we will restrict our analysis to the CPMG(X, (14) and mod [Ψ k , 2π] = Ψ 1 for all k. For these CPMG sequences, the following propagators are obtained:
Equation (15) Before application of the CPMG pulse train, a
pulse is applied [ Fig. 1 (B)] that rotates the initial equilibrium zmagnetization, ρ eq = I Z , into transverse magnetization:
The phase of the coherence between the states | k,m and | j,m−1 in Eq. (16) is φ = 3π 2 , i.e., −Y . From Eq. (15), both the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains resemble the propagators found under pulsed spin-locking sequences of initial ± y-magnetization in dipolar solids [28] [29] [30] . It is thus predicted that the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) sequences can generate an effective pulsed spin-locking of initial y-magnetization, whereas the CPMG(X, X) and CPMG(Y, −Y ) sequences cannot.
While the above arguments suggest that the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) sequences will spin-lock those coherences with phase ±Y, the strength of the spin-locking field/effective pulse is different for the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) sequences and depends upon the type of "error" introduced into the imperfect π−pulses, resonance offsets vs. pulse flip error. From Eq. (9), the strength of the effective field under the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train for transitions that satisfy 4ω m,m−1 jk τ = 2πn for integer n is proportional to cos nπ 2 + δφ − ω off τ whereas it is proportional to sin nπ 2 + δφ − ω off τ for the CPMG(X, −X) sequence. When there is only pulse flip error and ω off = 0, δφ = 0 or δφ = π. In this case, the effective field is nonzero for the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train when n is even and is nonzero for the CPMG(X, −X) pulse train when n is odd. If ω off = 0, then the effective field is nonzero for both the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains, regardless of n . When there is only a resonance offset, i.e., the pulse is applied off-resonance with ω off = 0 but with δω RF = 0, δφ = ± π 2 , and the spin-locking field/effective pulse for both sequences will in general be nonzero with the assumption that ω off τ = mπ for integer m.
To illustrate the above predictions, numerical simulations of the CPMG sequences were performed on a "toy model" system consisting of 10 spin-1/2 particles linearly arranged along the z axis, where the position of the k th spin was initially given by
The dipolar coupling constant between spins k and j was given by
In order to mimic the effects of random spin distributions in solids (due to the 1% natural abundance of 13 C spins) and to generate a "quasi"-continuous spectrum, the z-coordinate of the k th spin was randomly chosen to be within the interval
The dynamics under the various CPMG pulse trains were then averaged over 1250 different random configurations of the spin system, which resulted in a "quasi"-continuous spectrum with a dipolar linewidth of approximately 40 Hz. In all simulations, ω RF 2π = 2 kHz, and the pulses were simulated as "real" pulses, i.e., dipolar evolution was considered during the pulse, although neglecting H D during the pulse did not significantly affect the results of the simulations under the conditions that were studied. Relaxation effects were not included in the simulations. Finally, it should be noted that an even number of spins was chosen to avoid single-quantum constants of motion 33 that are due to the invariance of H D under π rotations about the transverse plane. ms), where UCPMG(4nτ ) is the exact propagator for the CPMG(φ1, φ2) sequence. The FID evaluated at integer multiples of 4τ ,
, is also shown for comparison (magenta curve). In (A), imperfect, on resonant π−pulses were used in the CPMG sequences with a flip angle of (ωRF + δωRF )tp = 37 36 π [185
• pulses vs. 180
• pulses]. As predicted from Eq. (9), only the CPMG(Y, Y ) sequence leads to any long-lived echoes (black curve) under flip-angle errors, and a clear quasiequilibrium containing nonzero y-magnetization was observed. In (B), pulses with ωRF tp = π (δωRF = 0) were applied but with a resonance offset of ω off 2π = 300Hz. In this case, both the (black curve) CPMG(Y, Y ) and (red curve) CPMG(X, −X) generated long-lived echoes. In both (A) and (B), the echo amplitudes under both the (green curve) CPMG(X, X) and (blue curve) CPMG(Y, −Y ) pulse trains were found to decay on a time comparable to the FID from a
, is shown for comparison. In Fig. 2(A) , the effect of a pulse flip error of 5
• degrees [(ω RF + δω RF )t p = 37 36 π instead of ω RF t p = π] was studied, whereas in Fig. 2(B) , the pulses were applied with a resonance offset of ωoff 2π = 300 Hz and with δω RF = 0. As predicted from Eq. (15), both the (green curves) CPMG(X, X) and (blue curves) CPMG(Y, −Y ) were unable to spin-lock the initial y-magnetization generated from a π 2 X excitation pulse since the effective "pulses" generated by these sequences have phase X, R eff.
X in Eq. (15) . Therefore the echo amplitudes under the CPMG(X, X) and CPMG(Y, −Y ) pulse trains died out on a timescale comparable to the decay in the FID [magenta Time 4τ
The effects of coherence selection during the (black curves) CPMG(Y, Y ) and (red curves) CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains applied to a system of 10 spins, averaged over 200 different linear arrangements of the spins under the same conditions used in Fig. 2 . The solid lines represent the normalized echo amplitudes without any selection (similar to the curves in Fig. 2 ), the dashed lines represent the normalized echo amplitudes where both zero-and single-quantum coherences were retained after each CPMG pulse block, and the asterisks (****) represent the normalized echo amplitudes when only single-quantum coherences were retained. As can be seen from the similarity between the echo amplitudes under no selection (solid lines) and with zero-/single-quantum coherence selection (dashed lines), the echo amplitudes are mainly governed by dynamics within the zero-quantum/single-quantum subspace.
curve] in both Figs. 2(A) and 2(B). In Fig. 2(A Fig. 2(B) ] lead to long-lived echoes due to the fact that both sequences were able to generate a nonzero spin-locking field in H Fig. 2(B) ] pulse trains. This plateau can be thought of as arising from a periodic quasiequiibrium 31 generated by the CPMG pulse trains that possesses a nonzero contribution corresponding to y-magnetization. It has long been known [28] [29] [30] that pulsed spin-locking of magnetization in dipolar solids generates an initial quasiequilibrium state that leads to spin-locked transverse magnetization. While the R eff.
Ψ1 excitation propagators in Eq. (15) do not necessarily correspond to an RF pulse like those used in pulsed spin-locking, an analogous expression for the quasiequilibrium under the effective "pulsed" spin-locking of ρ(0) in Eq. (16) under the CPMG propagators in Eq. (15), ρ QE , can be written as:
where H eff is the average Hamiltonian under a CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train (n l = 1) and was derived from the propagator in Eq. (12) . The temperature, β QE , is given by:
In writing Eq. (17), the following assumptions, similar to the conditions needed under pulsed spin-locking 30 , are necessary:
H eff is the only constant of motion for the spin system and τ = 0, (17), the fraction of transverse magnetization that is expected to be "preserved" under the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train is given by:
avg , Eq. (19) can be rewritten in a compact form as:
where FID D (τ ) is the FID under pure dipolar evolution at time τ :
and
Due to the contributions of H 
avg has a phase of Ψ 1 = X, sin 2 (Ψ 1 ) = 0, and therefore I Y QE = 0. In the simulations in Fig. 2(A) , the magnitude of the echo amplitude (for n l ≥ 40) relative to the initial y-magnetization = 0]. Similarly in Fig. 2(B) , the magnitude of the echo amplitude (for n l ≥ 40) relative to the initial y-magnetization was -acquire simulation are shown for comparison (black curve). In (A), simulations for constant excitation time (Ttot = 4.64 ms) are shown for the following τ and n l values: (blue curve) τ = 2.9 ms and n l = 400, (red curve) τ = 5.8 ms and n l =200, and (green curve) τ = 11.6 ms and n l = 100. The resulting FIDs were attenuated relative to the signal from a π 2 X -acquire by factors of (blue) 0.155, (red) 0.0584, and (green) 0.0265. In (B), simulations for constant loop number (n l = 100) are shown for the following τ values: (blue) τ = 2.9 ms, (red) τ = 5.8 ms, and (green) τ = 11.6 ms. In this case, the resulting FIDs were attenuated relative to the FID from a π 2 X -acquire by factors of (blue) 0.1596, (red) 0.0587, and (green) 0.0265. In both 4(A) and 4(B), increasing τ resulted in a slower decay in the FID, leading to a sharper spectrum.
corrections to the average Hamiltonian treatment 30 that render the expression for ρ QE in Eq. (17) , the majority of the spin dynamics will occur within thw zeroquantum and single-quantum subspace. A justification of this assertion is shown in Fig. 3 , where the results from two additional simulations are shown. In one of the simulations, only single-quantum coherences were retained after each CPMG pulse block [ Fig. 3 , denoted by * ], and in the other simulation, both single-quantum and zero-quantum coherences were retained after each CPMG pulse block [ Fig. 3, dashed curves] . For comparison, the simulations with no coherence selection are also shown [ Fig. 3, solid curves] . If only single-quantum coherences were kept (asterisks in Fig. 3) , the echo amplitudes decayed on the same time scale as the signal under a π 2 X −acquire simulation [magenta curves in Fig. 2] , which is in agreement with previous numerical simulations 17 by the Barrett group. However, if both zero-quantum and single-quantum coherences were kept [dashed curves], the echo amplitudes were within 10% of the echo amplitudes when there was no coherence selection. The simulations in Fig. 3 support the idea that the dynamics within the zero-quantum/single-quantum subspace describes establishing the quasiequilibrium, ρ QE , from initial y-magnetization.
From Eq. (20) , the echo amplitudes under the CPMG pulse trains are expected to decrease with increasing τ . This can be understood by the fact that H 
avg resembles an RF pulse, whereas for those transitions with ω m,m−1 jk
avg is attenuated by the transition frequency. In this sense, coherences with a transition frequency ν m,m−1 jk ≈ 0 Hz are expected to be spin-locked and contribute most to ρ QE . A consequence of this is that the relative spectral intensity at ν ≈ 0 Hz should increase as τ increases. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows simulations of the FIDs [Fig. 4 , left] and the corresponding spectra [ Fig. 4 , right] after the final echo under a CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train for a 10 spin system, averaged over 1250 different linear spin arrangements, under conditions of either constant excitation time [n l τ = 4.64 s] in Fig. 4(A) or constant loop number [n l = 100] in Fig. 4(B) . In both Fig. 4(A) and 4(B) , the FID after application of the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train decayed more slowly with increasing τ , leading to a narrower spectrum with a larger relative intensity at ν = 0 Hz. In Fig. 4(B) , it could be argued that the narrowing of the spectra with increasing τ was simply due to the fact that the total time of the CPMG pulse train was longer, thereby increasing the selectivity of the effective spin-locking field. However, almost identical results were obtained in the fixed excitation time simulations (4n l τ = 4.64 s), where once again, the longer τ (smaller n l ) simulations generated a slower decaying FID and a larger relative spectral intensity at ν = 0 Hz [ Fig. 4(A) ].
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments were performed on a 300 MHz Avance Bruker spectrometer (static magnetic field of 7T and an operating frequency for 1 H of 300.13 MHz) using a Bruker 5-mm broadband inverse (BBI) probe head at room temperature [T=298K] with RF field strengths of ω RF 2π = 40.3 kHz and ω RF 2π = 13 kHz for 1 H and 13 C, respectively. The ferrocene (98% purity), adamantane (≥ 99% purity), C 60 (99.5% purity), and C 70 (99% purity) chemicals were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The adamantane and ferrocene samples were ground using a mortar and pestle before being placed in a 5mm NMR tube. In all experiments, the recycle delay times were d 1 = 25 s for the adamantane and ferrocene samples, and d 1 = 15 s and d 1 = 120 s for the C 70 and C 60 samples, respectively. For the adamantane and ferrocene samples, the signals under the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) and CPMG(−φ 1 , −φ 2 ) pulse trains were combined in order to remove artifacts from pulse transients. In the experiments using pulsed field gradients (PFGs) on the C 60 sample [ Fig. 12 ], 300µs half-sine gradient pulses were used, and a 300µs gradient stabilization delay was placed after the PFG and before echo acquisition. In this case, the echo acquisition time between pulses, T acq,E , was 800µs, while in all other experiments, the echo acquisition time between pulses was given by T acq,E = 2τ − 10µs . All other experimental parameters [number of scans (N s ), τ , and n l ] are listed in the relevant figure captions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
Two types of spin systems, magnetically dilute were investigated in this work: random spin networks and non-dilute spin networks. In the case of the magnetically dilute spin sytems, 13 C NMR was used to study the spin dynamics under the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse trains in both C 60 and C 70 ( 13 C has a natural abundance of around 1%). In C 60 , all 13 C atoms are chemically identical, and the C 60 molecule undergoes isotropic tumbling at room temperature that averages out chemical shift anisotropy and all intramolecular dipolar couplings in C 60 molecules containing more than one 13 C atoms [approximately 12.1% of all C 60 molecules]. In C 70 , there are five distinct 13 C positions with different resonance frequencies; furthermore, C 70 does not undergo isotropic tumbling at room temperature so that both chemical shift anisotropy and intramolecular dipolar couplings are not averaged away in C 70 molecules with more than one 13 C atom [around 15.5% of all C 70 molecules]. As a result, the spectral width in C 70 is much larger than that found in C 60 . In C 60 and C 70 , the echo amplitudes under the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains were on the same order of magnitude as the signal from a π 2 −acquire experiment [ Fig. 5 ]. Nondilute 1 H spin networks in adamantane and ferrocene were also studied. Adamantane is a plastic crystal with two chemically nonequivalent 1 H spins that undergoes isotropic molecular tumbling at room temperature, which averages away all intramolecular dipolar coupling and chemical shift anisotropy. In ferrocene, however, only one type of 1 H spin is present, and ferrocene does not undergo isotropic tumbling at room temperature so that both chemical anisotropy and intramolecular dipolar couplings are present. In both adamantane and ferrocene, the echo amplitudes under the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains were many orders of magnitude smaller than the signal from a π 2 −acquire experiment [ Fig. 6 ], which was due to the relatively strong dipole-dipole couplings in these systems and the τ values that were studied in this work, both of which result in |FID D (τ )| 1, leading to small echo amplitudes as predicted by Eq. (20) . In Figure 5 and Figure 6 systems [ Fig. 6 ], there was a fast initial decay of the echo amplitudes due to strong dipole-dipole coupling, which was followed by a slower decay of a small component (1% of the initial magnetization in ferrocene and 0.1% of the initial magnetization in adamantane). Fig.  7(A), left] . A similar increase in the echo amplitudes under a CPMG(X, −X) pulse train with resonance offset was seen in the simulations shown in Fig. 2 (red curves) . Furthermore, there was a slight increase in the echo amplitude when the π−pulses were purposefully miscalibrated (202.5
• pulse vs. a 180
• pulse), although the increase was relatively small. This indicated that the π−pulses were already imperfect enough to generate long-lived echoes. In C 70 [ Fig. 7(B) ], an offset of ν offset = 2 kHz did not significantly increase the echo amplitudes [ Fig. 7(B) , left], which was likely due to the fact that there exists a large chemical shift dispersion in C 70 due to the presence of nonequivalent 13 C atoms and the absence of isotropic molecular tumbling at room temperature. Again, a small increase in the echo amplitudes under a CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train was observed when using miscalibrated π−pulses [ Fig. 7(B) , right]. Fig. 8(A) , left] and ferrocene [ Fig. 8(B) , left], similar to the results in C 60 [ Fig. 7(A) , left]. This increase in the echo amplitudes was consistent with the relatively small chemical shift dispersion in both adamantane and ferrocene, which is often the case for 1 H spins compared with 13 C spins. Similar to what was seen in both C 60 and C 70 [ Fig. 7, right] , there was a slight increase in the echo amplitudes when the π−pulses were purposefully miscalibrated (221.5
• pulses), although the increase was relatively small. This again indicated that the π−pulses were already imperfect (flip-error of approximately ±7
• ). The effects of a CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train on the FID and corresponding spectrum of the final echo were investigated in both [ Fig. 9 ] C 60 and in [ Fig. 10 ] adamantane. In both C 60 and adamantane, increasing τ lead to a slower decay of the FID, with the largest τ values decaying the slowest [green curves in Figs. 9-10 ]. This was observed under conditions of both constant total excitation time [ Fig. 9 (A) for C 60 and Fig. 10(A) for adamantane] and for constant loop number [ Fig. 9 (B) for C 60 and Fig. 10(B) for adamantane]. The CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train with the largest τ value led to the sharpest spectra in all cases, which was similar to the simulation results in Fig. 4 . As discussed in Section II, those transitions with ω m,m−1 jk τ 1 contribute most to the echo amplitudes under the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse trains, thus explaining the sharpening in the spectra around ν ≈ 0 Hz. One interesting note is the two resonances that appear in the adamantane spectra in Fig. 10 . While it might be tempting to attribute the two peaks to the two different types of Fig. 7 , right], indicating that the "nominal" π−pulses were already imperfect, i.e., δωRF = 0. However, resonance offsets generated larger echo amplitudes in C60 [ Fig. 7(A) , left] under the CPMG(X, −X) sequence due to the relatively small chemical shift dispersion in C60, whereas offsets did not significantly affect the echo amplitudes in C70 [ Fig. 7(B) , left] due to the already large chemical shift dispersion in C70.
CPMG(X,-X) CPMG(Y,Y)
contained only a single peak in the spectra[data not shown]), the frequency difference between the two peaks [∆δ ≈ 4.5 ppm] was much larger than the isotropic chemical shift difference between the two 1 H spins found in solution [∆δ ≈ 0.12 ppm for adamantane dissolved in deuterated chloroform]. The fine structure could be the result of some sort of orientation selection under the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train 34, 35 or possibly a consequence of exponentially damped, sinusoidal modulations in the FID recently observed in dipolar soilds 36 . Further experimental work needs to be performed in order to characterize these spectral features in adamantane.
The experimental results in Figs. 5-10 have all been interpreted through the prism of spin thermodynamics and average Hamiltonian theory, where the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains, whose propagators [Eq. (15) ] were shown to be similar to the propagators under pulsed spin-locking of y-magnetization, generate a quasiequilibrium with nonzero y-magnetization. The spin dynamics under a CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train can also be viewed in terms of coherence transfer pathways 37, 38 . It is well known that many coherence transfer pathways are generated from a CPMG pulse train with imperfect π−pulses. Even for a single spin-1/2, there are potentially 3 n l coherence transfer pathways generated from a CPMG pulse train. The periodicity of the CPMG pulse train also ensures that all possible coherence pathways that begin and end with single-quantum coherence will refocus at the time of the echo, meaning that the long-lived echoes contain contributions from all possible coherence pathways 24, 25 . As mentioned in the introduction, one proposal [20] [21] [22] [23] for the long-lived echoes under the CPMG pulse train is that the echoes arise from stimulated echo 7 pathways. In a stimulated echo pathway, a portion of the single-quantum coherence is stored as zero-quantum coherence and/or longitudinal magnetization by an imperfect π−pulse, which can then be transferred back into single-quantum coherence from subsequent imperfect π−pulses. Due to the fact that the longitudinal relaxation time is often longer than the transverse relaxation time, i.e., T 1 >T 2 , pathways where the coherence is stored as longitudinal magnetization Fig. 8 , right], indicating that the "nominal" π−pulses were already imperfect, i.e., δωRF = 0. However, resonance offsets generated larger echo amplitudes in both adamantane [ Fig. 8(A) , left] and ferrocene [ Fig. 8(B) , left] under the CPMG(X, −X) pulse train, which was a consequence of the small chemical shift dispersion in these samples.
during the CPMG pulse train will, in general, decay at a slower rate than coherence pathways where the magnetization is never stored along the z−axis.
In order to investigate the contributions of various coherence transfer pathways to the long-lived echoes during a CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train, the periodicity of the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train was purposely broken by using randomly chosen delays as follows:
where τ k = τ j for k = j but with the constraint that the total delay time, T tot = 4 n l n=1 τ n , was the same for all experiments on a given molecule. In Figure 11 , the FIDs (left) starting from the final echo (blue curves) along with the corresponding spectra (right) under the randomized CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train in Eq. (22) Fig. 11(C) ] adamantane. This implies that the reduction in echo amplitude for adamantane and C 70 under the randomized CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train was mainly a result of a line narrowing effect whereby the effective "pulsed" spin-locking field became more selective. This is consistent with previous work 39 that has demonstrated improved selectivity by "randomizing" periodic excitation sequences. In C 60 [ Fig. 11(A) ], however, the ≈ 74% reduction in echo amplitude under the randomized CPMG(Y, Y ) cannot be fully attributed to line narrowing. While there was a 27.8% reduction in the linewidth for C 60 under the randomized CPMG sequence, the peak height at ν = 0 Hz in the spectrum was also reduced by ≈ 50.5%. This indicates that coherence pathways that involve changes in coherence order, such as the stimulated echo pathways, contribute to the signal at ν = 0 Hz.
Within the context of coherence pathways, the fact that breaking the periodicity of the CPMG sequence led to increased -acquire experiment are shown for comparison (black curve, Ns=128). (A) For the constant excitation time experiments, the following n l , τ , and Ns values were used: (blue curve) τ = 0.5 ms, n l = 400 and Ns=128, (red curve) τ = 1 ms, n l =200, and Ns=128, and (green curve) τ = 2 ms, n l = 100, and Ns =1024. The corresponding echo amplitudes were attenuated (relative to the signal from a Besides the coherence pathway picture, the line narrowing under the randomized CPMG pulse train in Fig. 11 can also be understood within the context of the AHT treatment of our proposed theory given in Section II. While the randomness of the delays means that an effective Hamiltonian cannot be written over the cycle of a CPMG block as was done in Eq. (10) 
and such transitions will be effectively "pulsed" spin-locked during the course of the CPMG pulse train. This explains the observed narrowing in the spectra under the randomized CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train in Fig. 11 .
Since stimulated echo pathways were considered as a potential source of the long-lived echoes [21] [22] [23] pulse trains in Fig. 11(A) , the reduction in echo amplitude was not due to line narrowing, as can be seen from the spectra from the last echo in Fig. 12(C) , which were normalized by the echo amplitude for better comparison of the linewidths. In this case, there was no discernible difference between the normalized spectra in Fig. 12(C) , indicating that the PFGs uniformly scale the echo amplitude intensity. The fact that the echo amplitudes were reduced by 51% under mismatched gradients [ Fig. 12(B) , red] suggests that the reduction in signal at ν ≈ 0 Hz under the randomized CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train in Fig. 11(A) , which was ≈ 50.5%, comes from removing the stimulated echo pathway in C 60 . From the simulations in Fig. 3 , which indicated that the spin dynamics within the zero-quantum/single-quantum subspace was important in establishing long-lived echoes, it should also not be surprising that attenuating the contributions of the stimulated echo pathways results in a reduction in echo amplitude. With regard to our proposed theory in Section II, matched PFGs do affect H avg by making ∆χ spatially dependent, ∆χ = φ2−φ1 2
This results in a spatial modulation of the magnitude of the pulsed "spin-locking" field, which attenuates the y-magnetization component of the quasiequilibrium. For example, the maximum attenuation from matched gradients should be around 50% from Eq. (20) . For mismatched gradients, both the magnitude and direction of the the effective spin-locking field can be spatially modulated, thus reducing the quasiequilibrium magnetization even more than for the matched gradient case. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented a general theory to describe the evolution of dipolar coupled spins under a CPMG(φ 1 φ 2 ) pulse train [ Fig. 1(B) ] using imperfect π−pulses. We have demonstrated that the form of the propagator for the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains with imperfect π−pulses in Eq. (15) is similar to the propagator for pulsed spin-locking of y-magnetization in dipolar solids [28] [29] [30] , whereas the CPMG(X, X) and CPMG(Y, −Y ) propagators can only spin-lock initial x-magnetization. Similar to pulsed spin-locking in dipolar solids, we predicted that the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains could generate a periodic quasiequilibrium 31 corresponding to long-lived echoes for initial y-magnetization. As the interpulse spacing (2τ ) was increased, the effective pulses under the CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train became less RF-like, which led to a reduction in the signal from the long-lived echoes along with a narrowing of the resulting spectrum after the application of the CPMG pulse train. Numerical simulations along with experiments on C 60 , C 70 , and adamantane demonstrated this line narrowing in dipolar solids. Randomizing the delays in the CPMG pulse train also led to a reduction in echo amplitudes, although for C 70 and adamantane, this reduction was mainly due to a line narrowing in the resulting spectra with only single-quantum coherences with transition frequencies ν m,m−1 kj ≈ 0 Hz contributing to the long-lived echoes. In C 60 , however, there was both a 27.8% reduction in linewidth along with a 50.5% reduction in spectral intensity at ν ≈ 0 Hz. Incorporating mismatched pulsed field gradients (PFGs) into the CPMG(Y, Y ) pulse train resulted in a ≈ 51% reduction in intensity of the echo amplitudes in C 60 , suggesting that stimulated echo pathways contribute at least 50% of the signal intensity of the long-lived echoes in C 60 . With regard to the theoretical picture presented in this work, further experiments that characterize the quasiequilibrium and experiments starting with other initial conditions, such as dipolar order, are currently being performed in both solid and liquid crystalline samples. Modifications to existing theories of pulsed spin-locking 30 to characterize the rate of establishing the quasiequilibrium and its subsequent decay are also being investigated.
Finally, we will end by comparing the theory presented in this work to the Barrett [16] [17] [18] and Levstein [20] [21] [22] [23] proposals. Like both proposals, our theory predicts that the CPMG(Y, Y ) and CPMG(X, −X) pulse trains can generate long-lived echoes from initial y-magnetization while the CPMG(X, X) and CPMG(Y, −Y ) pulse trains cannot. Unlike either the Barrett or Levstein proposals, however, our theory predicts a line narrowing under the CPMG pulse trains that depends on the π−pulse spacing. With regards to the Barrett proposal, inclusion of H D during the pulse does not significantly alter our theoretical results when τ t p . Simulations without H D during the pulse were almost identical to the simulations with H D included during the π−pulse (data not shown). From the calculations in Appendix B, including H D during the pulse when τ t p slightly attenuates the quasiequilibrium magnetization [Eq. (B6)]. Furthermore, the propagator under a CPMG(φ 1 , φ 2 ) pulse train was shown to be similar to the propagator under pulsed spin-locking, albeit with an "RF-like" Hamiltonian given by H avg in Eq. (8) . With regards to the Levstein proposal, the [ Fig. 11 ] randomized CPMG and the [ Fig. 12 ] CPMG/PFG experiments indicated that stimulated echoes contribute to 50% of the long-lived echo amplitudes in C 60 . However, it was not clear that the stimulated echo contribution to the long-lived echoes in C 60 was enhanced by the fact that T 1 T 2 . Experiments that measure the temperature and field dependence of the long-lived echoes in order to detect a T 1 dependence on the long-lived echoes are currently in progress, along with a more careful investigation 42 mapping out all coherence transfer pathways under the CPMG pulse trains. Further experiments looking at quadrupolar spins under CPMG pulse trains under static conditions are also being investigated.
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